This paper presents an algorithm that performs garbage collection in distributed systems of active objects (i.e., objects having their own threads of control). Our proposition extends the basic marking algorithm proposed by Kafura in [l] t o a distributed environment. The proposed garbage collector is made up of a set of local garbage collectors, one per site, loosely coupled to a (logically centralized) global garbage collector that maintains a global snapshot of the system state relevant to garbage collection.
Ab+ract
This paper presents an algorithm that performs garbage collection in distributed systems of active objects (i.e., objects having their own threads of control). Our proposition extends the basic marking algorithm proposed by Kafura in [l] t o a distributed environment. The proposed garbage collector is made up of a set of local garbage collectors, one per site, loosely coupled to a (logically centralized) global garbage collector that maintains a global snapshot of the system state relevant to garbage collection.
The specific features of the proposed garbage collector are that local garbage collectors need not be synchronized with each other for detecting garbage objects, and that faulty sites and communication channels are tolerated.
The paper describes the proposed garbage collector, together with its implementation and performance for a concurrent object-oriented language running on a local area network of workstations.
Introduct ion
Object-oriented languages are now recognized as powerful tools for the design of large and complex software. In particular, they provide a sound basis for developing applications that are easy to maintain and reuse. Dynamic object creation raises the issue of managing objects in memory.
Freeing the memory used by objects may either be done directly by the programmer or by the language run-time environment.
In the former
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As notably argued in [3] , the provision of a garbage collector by the run-time support of an object-oriented language helps the development of robust software, since programmer-controlled memory management is error-prone: the programmer may forget to free a resource that is no longer used, or may free a resource that is still used, both mistakes being difficult to detect and recover from. Moreover, the provision of a garbage collector by the run-time support of an object-oriented language makes programs shorter, as they are no longer concerned with memory management, and thus easier to maintain.
The increasing use of parallel and distributed architectures has motivated the integration of concurrency in object-oriented languages. There are (at least) two ways to introduce concurrency in an object-oriented framework: first, as notably discussed in [4] , the process notion may be integrated within the object notion, thus leading to active objects; second, as done for example in Presto [5] , parallelism may be introduced through system libraries defining classes to be used for implementing concurrency control (i.e., thread and synchronization classes), thus leading to passive objects. As argued in [l] , garbage collection in systems of active objects (actors in the mentioned reference) is critical, as active objects not only consume memory but also processor resources.
Hence, it is imperative that garbage active objects are identified quickly. Furthermore, if the concurrent object-oriented language runs on a parallel or distributed architecture, providing garbage collection becomes crucial for the development of large distributed software, since a distributed resource manage-ment scheme is harder to design and implement than a centralized one.
An algorithm that detects and reclaims garbage actors in a centralized setting was proposed by Kafura in [l] . We propose an extension of Kafura's algorithm to a distributed environment in this paper. The resulting garbage collector is composed of a set of local garbage collectors, one per site, loosely coupled with a (logically centralized) global garbage collection service. Local (conservative) garbage collectors detect and reclaim garbage objects on the site on which they are running by using only information local to that site; this way, most of garbage is detected in an expedient manner.
Periodically, each local garbage collector sends information to the global garbage collector through message passing; the global garbage collector merges the information sent by the local garbage collectors in order to record a global snapshot of the system state relevant to garbage collection. The presence of the global garbage collector ensures that garbage is eventually detected. The distributed garbage collector we present borrows a number of ideas from existing algorithms; the basic algorithm that is used is the algorithm proposed in [l] , and like many other distributed garbage collectors, a multi-level garbage collector is implemented in order to find a trade-off between comprehensiveness and expediency [6] . The key novelty of our proposition compared to other algorithms suited to distributed systems of active objects is that sites need not synchronize with each other to detect garbage objects, even when sending information to the global garbage collector. Moreover, the proposed garbage collector can be easily extended to cope with an unreliable environment.
The remainder of this paper details our proposition and is organized as follows. Section 2 sketches the specific features of garbage collection in systems of active objects and presents Kafura's algorithm. Section 3 presents the proposed distributed garbage collector, by first assuming reliable sites and communication links.
Extensions to the garbage collection algorithm for coping with an unreliable environment are dealt with in Section 4. The implementation of the proposed garbage collector within the distributed run-time system of a concurrent object-oriented language, as well as its performance are given in Section 5. Our proposition is compared with related work in Section 6. Finally, conclusions are given in Section 7.
Garbage Collection in Systems of Active Objects
As indicated in [l] , the usual definition of garbage in systems managing passive entities, which is based on reachability from root cells [2] , is not appropriate for systems dealing with active objects. Thus, after a presentation of the considered active object model, the definition of garbage objects is given. The algorithm we extend to a distributed environment is then sketched.
Object Model
An object is an entity composed of data and of one or several threads of control that operate on that data. An object's data (or object state) is a sequence of memory cells, each cell containing either an atomic value (e.g., an integer), or the name of another object (reference). An object is said to be running if at least one of its threads of control is running, while it is said to be inactive when all its threads of control are blocked. An object 01 may activate another object 02, and thus make 02 running, through either blocking or non-blocking method calls.
This arises when 01 is running and its state embeds a reference to 02. When activating 02, 01 may send a subset of its data as parameters to 0s. New objects may also be created, the creator obtaining a reference to the newly created object. The state of a system with active objects can be depicted as a graph whose nodes represent objects and whose directed edges represent references embedded within the objects. The topology of the graph may change due to interactions between objects.
First, an object may become running if it is activated by another running object: for instance in Figure 1 , object D may be activated by object E. Second, when activating an object, a running object may send it a subset of its data, thus adding edges to the graph. For example in Figure 1 , object C may send a reference to object A to object B, thus adding an edge from B to A in the graph. New edges also result from object creations.
Detecting Garbage in Systems of Active Objects
Detecting garbage in systems of active objects was first addressed in the framework of Actor-based languages [7] , and detailed later in [l] . Intuitively, an object is garbage if its absence from the system cannot be detected through external observation, excluding memory and processor resource consumption.
Actual detection of garbage relies on the introduction of root objects, depicted by triangles in Figure 1 ; these objects are always needed, as they have the ability to directly interact with the external world. Briefly stated, an object is garbage if it cannot potentially call a root object, nor be called by a root object; in other terms, an object is garbage if it cannot potentially interact with a root object.
We illustrate this definition using the example in Figure 1 . Object H embeds a reference to the root object G and is running, and thus it may call G; therefore, His not garbage. Similarly, C is not garbage, since it may call the root object A. Objects I,J and F are garbage, as they are insulated from the rest of the object graph. K is inactive, and cannot be activated in the future because no object embeds a reference to it; thus, K is garbage. Objects B, D and E are not garbage, because they may be activated and then call a method on a root object. For example, in the case of object B, if C calls a method on B and gives it a reference to A as a parameter, B may then call the root object A, and thus is not garbage.
Note that an object that cannot call a root object at a given time (either because it is inactive or does not contain a reference to a root object) may do so later since it may get a reference to a root object from another object through parameter passing (e.g., see object B in Figure 1) If mark and sweep were used for the system depicted in Figure 1 , all the non-root objects would be incorrectly marked as garbage, because they are not reachable from a root object. Similarly, if reference counting were used, objects E and Hwould be wrongly considered as garbage, as their reference count is zero. 
An Existing Non-Distributed Solution

A Distributed Garbage Collector for Active Objects
In the following is proposed an extension of Kafura's basic marking algorithm to a distributed frameworkl. The description focuses on the detection of garbage, which is the most critical part of garbage collection; reclaiming the resources used by a garbage object is tackled in Section 5. First, the assumptions made on the underlying system are given. The two components of the garbage collector, namely local and global garbage collectors, are then described in turn. Finally, the properties of the resulting protocol are sketched.
Overview of the Proposition
The system considered is made up of a collection of machines, or sites, connected by a communication network.
Sites do not share a common clock. In a first approach, communication channels are assumed to be reliable and FIFO (two successive messages sent from a site S to a site T are received by T in the order sent), and sites are assumed not to crash; these restrictions will be removed in Section 4. Each object resides at a particular site; the object is said to be local to that site. Objects are referred to uniformly regardless of their location by using names that are unique in time and space. References to non-local objects are called remote references, and refer to objects via their unique name. Figure 2 depicts the system of active objects given before, where the objects are now distributed on two sites S and T.
Site S
Out- Table  I I- Our strategy for garbage collection is to have sites responsible for doing local garbage collection and managing the resources for the objects they own. A local garbage collector is associated with each site and detects garbage by using only local information in an expedient manner (garbage objects detected by the local garbage collector are called local garbage objects 
Local Garbage Collector
A local garbage collector is running on each site, and is both responsible for detecting local garbage and for sending information to the global garbage collector. The following paragraphs focus on these two points.
Detection of local garbage
In order to detect local garbage at site S, objects that may interact with remote sites must always be retained, since it is not known if they are able to interact with root objects owned by other sites. Let us consider an object z owned by a site S that is (potentially) referenced by an object y owned by another site (Z'S name is stored in In-Table at site S). Object z must be retained even if it is inactive because it may be activated by y. A running object whose name is stored in Out- Table must be retained because it may activate a remote object. An inactive object containing a remote reference must be retained only if it can potentially be activated.
Consequently, the marking rules presented in the previous section are used in the following way. Initially, root objects of S, as well as objects whose names are stored in In-Table, and running objects whose names belong to Out-Table are marked black.
Inactive objects whose names are stored in Out-Table are colored grey. All the other objects of site S are colored white. When marking is complete, all white and grey objects are garbage and can be reclaimed.
If an inactive object whose name is stored in Out-Table is found to be garbage, its name is removed from Out-Table. Progress of local garbage collection for the two sites of Figure 2 is shown in Table 1 . At the end of marking,
Collaboration to global garbage collection
The objects needed for detecting global garbage are the objects that can potentially communicate with remote objects, either directly or indirectly.
Periodically, the local garbage collector of a site S identifies these objects, and then sends the objects references, as well as references contained within them, to the global garbage collector, which processes them asynchronously. The objects needed for the detection of global garbage are identified by applying the marking rules given in Section 2.
Initially, running objects whose names are in Out- Table  and objects whose names are stored in In- Table are marked black, Inactive objects whose identifiers belong to Out-Table are marked grey. The other objects are marked white. When marking is finished, the structure of black objects is used to detect global garbage (objects A, B, C and I for the site S of Figure 2 ). References for black objects, as well as the references contained in these objects, form a subgraph of the site's object graph. This subgraph is sent to the global garbage collector as a list of edges, where each edge is sent as a pair (s,d) that identifies the source and destination objects of a reference embedded in a black object; the source and destination objects are identified by their unique name and their activity attribute (i.e., running, inactive or root). In our example, we get for site S the list (< A, root >< B, inactive >). (< C, running >< A, root > ).(< I, running >< 1, unknown >), As it is not known on site S whether object J is running or not, the activity attribute of J is sent as unknown to the global garbage collector. The actual activity attribute of J will be known by the global garbage collector when merging the information sent by all local garbage collectors.
Global Garbage Collector
The global garbage collector is a logically centralized service that maintains a global snapshot of the system's state relevant to garbage collection. This global snapshot is built by merging the subgraphs sent by the local garbage collectors. Since local garbage collectors do not synchronize with each other when sending information to the global garbage collector, the global garbage collector must be able to detect whether G represents a consistent vision of the system state. This issue is ex-amined before giving a detailed description of the global garbage collector.
Global consistent states and garbage collection
Let us consider a distributed system composed of pro- 
Protocol for detecting global garbage
The principle of the protocol used for detecting global garbage is to record a global snapshot of the state of the system relevant to garbage collection. The local garbage collectors send data used for obtaining this snapshot through message passing.
Two types of messages are used for the detection of global garbage objects: an Info message is sent by a local garbage collector to the global garbage collector, and contains the information needed to detect global garbage; a Delete message is sent by the global collector to a local garbage collector to notify that some objects are garbage. Events on each site are timestamped using vector timestamps. Thus, x will be deleted on the next activation of the local garbage collector.
Recording the state of the communication channels
The global garbage collector needs to record the states of the communication channels in order to establish a global state of the system.
The only information relevant to garbage collection, and hence the only data to be sent to the global garbage collector is the list of references carried by in-transit messages. Note that a reference for an object z contained in a message may be considered as in-transit in the global snapshot recorded by the global garbage collector although it is received in the real state of the system, without incorrect behavior of the global garbage collector. Indeed, this implies only that G has an extra-edge containing a reference to 2 which results in a delayed detection of 2 as garbage. 
Consequently
Properties of the Protocol
It is important to show that the proposed protocol does not detect an object as garbage when it is not (correctness), and that every garbage object is eventually Due to the technique that is used for keeping track of possibly in-transit references, the first property is ensured if the time interval between two successive exchanges of messages from each site S to each site T is finite. However, if a site S stops sending messages to site T after the receipt of a message m from T, T will never know that m was received.
In In this way, the system can balance garbage collection costs against the urgency of its need for storage. The basic principle of the protocol that is used for obtaining a consistent state is the following: the process that initiates the computation of a global snapshot chooses a future logical time s (a vector timestamp)
for taking the snapshot, and then broadcasts this time to all processes that take a local snapshot at time s; the local states of the processes are then collected to construct the global snapshot.
Extensions
In this section, the proposed garbage collector is extended to consider features of real distributed systems.
The protocol is extended to cope with unreliable sites and communication channels, as well as large scale distributed systems. 
Supporting an Unreliable Environment
Supporting unreliable communications
Two kinds of messages exist in our system: messages sent by the application and garbage collection messages, the latter being used for the detection of global garbage (Info and Delete messages). The three following paragraphs describe how the proposed garbage collector is extended to cope with message loss, non-FIFO ordering of messages and duplicated messages.
As local garbage collectors send information periodically to the global garbage collector, the loss of a message Info will only cause a delay in the detection of global garbage.
The loss of a message Delete notifying site S that object x is to be removed is also tolerated since garbage objects remain garbage: the global garbage collector will still detect 2 as garbage during its next marking phase. Moreover, the loss of an application message will not cause the incorrect deletion of objects. Indeed, the only objects that could be incorrectly identified as garbage are the objects whose references are contained in the lost message. As all references contained in a message m sent from S to T are considered to be in transit until T has acknowledged a message sent by S after m (m is either received or lost), no object is incorrectly identified as garbage. If object names were reused, stronger assumptions, like bounded transmission delay would have to be made.
Supporting site crashes
As the garbage collector is made of two independent parts (conservative local garbage collectors and a logically centralized global garbage collection service), the influence of crashes can be considered on these two parts independently.
Should the site on which the global garbage collector crash, the global snapshot of the system state relevant to garbage collection is lost. 
Supporting Large Scale Systems
In order to adapt the proposed garbage collector to a large scale distributed system, the bottleneck of the centralized garbage collection service has to be removed, both to increase availability and to avoid making global garbage collection for the whole system. Due to the structure of the proposed garbage collector, increased In order to avoid doing garbage collection on a system wide basis, the proposed garbage collector structure can be extended from a two level hierarchy (i.e. Figure 4 shows the data structures to be maintained for the above example hierarchy of garbage collectors.
The local garbage collector of a given memory space maintains a global snapshot of the system with respect to references that cross sub-spaces boundaries (for example, Li's local garbage collector maintains a global snapshot with respect to inter-site references).
In- is inside a memory space, the more garbage will be detected at the current level of garbage collection, and the less information will be sent to the upper levels, With such a hierarchy, garbage collection can proceed even if some sites are down.
Moreover, the time interval at which data is sent to a upper layer garbage collector can be adapted to that lower level garbage collectors are activated frequently and detect most of the garbage objects while upper level garbage collectors are activated less frequently and only when it is urgent to detect garbage on a larger memory space.
Performance
The costs of the proposed distributed garbage collector is considered in two steps: first, a brief evaluation of the requirements of the algorithm in terms of number of messages, computation time and memory space is made; second, results of the implemented algorithm are given.
Estimates of Collector Behavior
From the standpoint of communication requirements, the only foreground messages that have to be sent are those needed for communicating with the global garbage collector. Assuming messages with unbounded size, and assuming that a consistent state is detected, if N is the total number of sites in the system, N + 1 messages are required to detect a garbage object x (N Info messages and one Delete message).
In real systems, where messages have bounded size, more than one message may be required for sending information to the global garbage 
Performance Measurements Implementation
The proposed distributed garbage collector was implemented within the distributed run-time system of the Arche concurrent object-oriented language [15] . As the run-time system of Arche does not support site crashes, only the basic two-level algorithm described in Section 3 was implemented.
The run-time system of Arche [16] is built above the Mach micro-kernel
[17] and runs on a lOMb/s Ethernet network of PC-compatible machines. It is implemented through a set of Mach multithreaded servers communicating through reliable message passing. Object states are accessed though distributed shared memory (DSM), and are swapped to disk. A Mach external pager, running in user mode, solves page faults and stores objects on disk. For measuring the performance of the garbage collector, DSM is not used; a method that is called on one object is always executed on the site where the backing store of the object is located.
A single address space is implemented on the local area network of workstations for storing objects. Objects are universally named by their address in virtual memory (virtual memory addresses are not reused). In order to scan the contents of object states, object stacks and messages sent between sites, the Arche compiler generates garbage collection templates. Both the local and global garbage collector are activated periodically at given physical time intervals. The global garbage collector stores the global graph G as lists of edges accessed through a hash table. When an object is deleted by the local garbage collector, its internal threads of control are first stopped; the virtual memory region and corresponding swap space are then freed.
Results
Experiments
were ran on four 80486/66Mhz machines equipped with 32Mb of main memory, and running Mach 3.0 Mkl4/BSD UX38 operating system. Performance of the local and global garbage collectors is measured on a variant of the memory intensive application introduced in [18] . The application acts on a sorted balanced binary tree B. Each node N of B is an object embedding : an integer (liey) that is used for sorting the nodes of B, a string of 200 characters that contains N's value, and references to the left and right sons of N. The application repeatedly mutates the tree as follows: on each iteration, a node's key is randomly chosen; the corresponding subtree in B is then replaced and fully recreated. The effect is to generate large amounts of garbage, since the subtree that is destroyed at a given iteration is disconnected from the rest of the object graph. In addition to its high garbage ratio, the application has a long-lived persistent structure, as at each mutation of the tree, the whole tree (excepted the subtree that Results were obtained by running on a single site 1000 iterations of the tree mutation application on three sizes of trees (Small300Kb, Medium -1.5Mb, and Large -3Mb), and making from 1 to 1000 local garbage collections during the execution.
All the objects were created on the same site. The figure shows that a high performance degradation (up to 40% for the largest tree) results from a very short activation period of the local garbage collector; all the processing power is then spent in scanning the long-lived part of the tree. The figure also shows that the performance degradation due to local garbage collection increases when the interval between two successive activations of the local garbage collector becomes long; this comes from the fact that objects have been swapped out to disk, so marking involves loading these objects into main memory.
The right part of Figure 5 shows the number of objects detected by the local garbage collector when the application is distributed on the four sites. Initially, the tree (medium size) was obtained by creating each node on a given site according to its key: node with key k is placed on site k / ( numkeys/s), where keys range from 1 to numkeys and s is the number of sites (here, 4).
This way, the initial number of inter-site references is minimized.
Locality of reference of the application is modelled as follows: the application is said to have a locality of reference of 1 if each node k has a probability of 1% of being created on the best site according to its key (on the same site than the original node, i.e., site k / (numkw/4), th us P reserving the reference locality). The right part of Figure 5 shows that all garbage objects are detected by the local garbage collector when the tree mutation application exhibits a very good locality of reference, as no new inter-site reference is created. The number of objects detected by the local garbage collector decreases strongly when the locality of reference decreases: only half of the garbage objects are detected by the local garbage collector when the locality of reference of the application is less than 80%. Performance of the global garbage collector is shown in Figure 6 . The left part of the figure shows (in percentage) the probability the global garbage collector has of detecting a consistent state. Measurements were done by making the local collectors send information to the global garbage collector periodically at physical time intervals (more precisely, the alarm system call of the underlying operating system is used for that purpose). Data was sent to the global garbage collector ev- Locality of reference Figure 6 : Performance of the Global Garbage Collector programs.
We observed that in some rare cases, poor figures were obtained simply because a single site sent information to the global garbage collector later than the others; an occasional re-synchronization of the nodes would be required for eliminating these cases.
The right part of figure 6 shows the volume of the global graph G stored by the global garbage collector. The figure shows that the volume of G highly depends on the reference locality of the applications.
For instance, for curve o, the volume of G when the locality of reference is 60% is twice as large than when the locality of reference is 100%. As expected, Figure 6 shows that the larger is the interval between global garbage collections, the greater is the memory space required for storing G. Thus, the global garbage collector should be activated more frequently for applications that generate large amounts of global garbage objects than for other applications.
In addition, the figure shows that large amounts of data may be sent to the global garbage collector (53Kb per site for the worst case). This shows that compaction of the information sent to the global collector may be useful.
One may notice on the figure that even if the application exhibits high locality of reference, the size of G may be substantial. Indeed, even if when no new global garbage object is generated by the application, local garbage collectors must send to the global garbage collector the snapshot of the system state that corresponds to the long-lived persistent data structures spanning multiple nodes (this represents about 80Kb for the medium tree, and 40Kb for the large tree). This suggests the use of a generational scheme for avoiding marking and transmitting information related to long-lived data structures at each global garbage collection.
Finally, if we consider the performance of one garbage collection cycle for curve o when the locality of reference of the application is 95%, 14% of the total time is spent storing the contents of the information messages in G, 82% is spent marking G, and the remaining 4% sending Delete messages (message transmission excluded). The hierarchical structure of the garbage collection algorithm seems to allow the algorithm to be scalable to large systems, to the extent that the application exhibits the locality of references that matches closely the hierarchic structure of the garbage collectors.
Applicability of the Garbage Collector
Unfortunately, the garbage collector was not experimented in a system having more than four machines.
Such an experimentation is required for determining whether the memory requirements of such a hierarchical implementation is not prohibitive.
Related Work
Numerous garbage collectors have been proposed for programming languages using dynamic memory allocation. Most of them apply only to non-distributed passive objects (see [2] for a survey of existing propositions).
Fewer collectors have been developed for distributed systems (see [19, 20] for examples), and the vast majority of them focus on determining object reachability which, as seen before, is too weak a criterion for detecting garbage in a system of active objects. Our proposition has some similarities with garbage collection algorithms designed for distributed systems of passive entities. Like the algorithm described in [13], our global garbage collector is based on (possibly out of date) information on inter-site references that permit the elimination of global synchronization when detecting global garbage. In contrast, we detect garbage in a system of active objects and require neither synchronized clocks nor bounded message transmission delay. We borrow from [14] the hierarchic structure of the garbage collector for its extension to a large scale distributed system. The distributed fault-tolerant garbage collector described in [26] is based on reference counting and works in a system with unreliable sites and communication channels.
In contrast to our proposition, two separate mechanisms are used to detect unneeded com-putations (computations that become unneeded due to a site crash, or orphans) and to detect unneeded data structures. However, this weak synchronization between the local garbage collectors is done at the expense of the time taken for detecting global garbage.
Concluding remarks
As the garbage collector is based on marking, garbage objects belonging to cycles are detected, even if these cycles span multiple sites. Moreover, the proposed algorithm was extended to cope with an unreliable environment, as well as to deal with a large number of machines. The proposed garbage collection algorithm was implemented within the distributed run-time support of a concurrent object-oriented language. Performance measures show that the approach taken for the global garbage collector is realistic if the applications exhibit good locality of references. The described implementation runs on a small number of machines, and does not support site crashes; additional experiments are needed for analyzing the behavior of the algorithm in a unreliable distributed system composed of a large number of sites.
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